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Io INTRODUCTION 
1010 General 
In spite of the overwhelming amo1mt of literature on shell 
structures p it :is a well known fact that the analytical tools availa.ble 
for their design are quite limi tedo The gap is often filled by extra"" 
polations from known approximations J) by the use of models or by a 
choice of the shape of the shell so trm.t the membrane approximation 
remains valid 0 
Closed form mathematical solutions of the shell problem for 
general loading and boundary conditions are available only for shells 
wi th simple geom.etry such as cylindrical. and spherical shells andy 
even in these cases~ only if the boundaries coincide with convenient 
eoordinate lineso For shallow translational shells as for cylindrical 
shells f) bending solutions exist only for the support conditions l.m= 
posed by the Levy series usedo 
There are two sources of difficulty involved in seek'ng a 
solution to the shell problem in its general. formo First y .compli= 
cations in the governing differential equations arise unless the whole 
surface can be described by certain coordinate lines such as lines of 
principal curvature or other systems of orthogonal lineso SecondJ the 
natural and forced conditions at the boundaries govern and limit the 
form and the existance of a mathematical solutiono 
It can be assumed that these limitations have had a consider= 
able influence on the selection of the shapes of the shells most 
commonly used a..'I1d even in some misconceptions about their behavior 0 
1 
An example of the last situation is the quite widespread notion that 
the hyperbolic paraboloid bounded by characteristics is an advanta~ 
geous structure due to the fact that the twisting of the surface 
allows the load to be carried by shear 0 In fact ~ the twisting of 
a surface depends in general on the coordinate system selectedo It 
so happens that the geometry of the HoPe is easi~~ expressable in 
coordinates oriented along the straight lines but the behavior of 
this type of shell is dictated mainly by the fact that the boundaries 
lie along the straight lines e A cylindrical surface bounded by 
simple supports at a skew angle with the generators will show a. 
similar type of behavior J since againJ an in=plane condition im-
:posed by the boundary will be transmitted by the asymptotic li,nes e 
The problem of covering a recta.ngular planfol"m with a 
doubly=curved surface has also encountered the limitations impc-sed 
by the existance of mathematical solutions 0 Vlassov14 gives 1/5 
as the limiting rise-span ratio for the validity of the theory of 
doubly=curved shallow shells 0 This is an estimate based on the !'1,8.= 
ture of the assumptions 0 An analysis of this type of shell taking 
into account that the coordinate lines are not lines of principal 
curvature will substantiate that estimate and will a:llaw the an,al,,,,, 
ysis beyond such a limito 
For shells of arbitrary geometry approximate methods or 
tests have been used to yield the desired solutione Within these 
methods are the variational methods of Ritz» GaJ.erkin.9 Kantorovich,9 
etc 0 The selection of approxima.te functions is usually difficult and 
the integration of these functions is very involved o 
2 
The use of discrete models to solve problems in solid me-
chanics corresponds to a somewhat different philosophy· on the ap-
proach to the problema Hrennikoff7 replaced the continuous struc~ 
ture by a framework of elastic bars 9 parikhJ2 and Benard2 applied 
this method to cylindricaJ. shellsa A different model,9 which re~ 
places the continuum by a system of finite elements has been used 
3 16 1 by CloughJ Zienkiewicz and Cheung and others 0 Ang and Newmark 
have used models consisting of rigid bars and deformable nodes to 
obtain solutions in plates 0 Schnobrich13 used a discrete model for 
10 
cylindrical shells and Schnobrich and Mohraz developed a general 
model applicable to a large class of shallow shells 0 
These new approaches. are due to recent advances in COID= 
puter technologyp it is not only that the computer offers the pos"" 
3 
sibility of solving a large number of' linear equations but the state~ 
ment of the problem itself is formulated from another point of view a 
Same of these methods have proved success~ul in the ana= 
lysis of shells but they have been applied to shells -w"ith certain geo= 
metric regularities 0 For shells of arbitrary s:b...ape at present tests 
using physical models have still the last wordo A general method of 
approximate analysis would serve both as a tool for wideni.ng the choice 
of convenient shapes and to orient t.he tests ~ when they are considered 
necessaryJ on bases .other than intuitiona 
1a20 Objective of Study 
The above review of existing methods for the solution of 
shell problems indicates the desirability of developing the more 
general discrete or lumped parameter model o 
4 
The objective of this study is the development of a dis-
crete model which can be used in the analysis of shells of arbi-
trary shape. This model represents an extension of the work done 
previously by Schnobrich13 on cylindrical surfaces and by Schnobrich 
10 
and Mohraz on shallow doubly-curved shells. 
1.,. Nomenclature 
The symbols used in thi s study are defined where they 
first appear. They are sUlIlIIlarizedbelow for convenience ~ 
a~(a,~ = 1,2) = components of the metric tensor 
b~(a,~ = 1,2) = components of the curvature tensor 
b (a = x, y} = uni t vector along the binormal corre s 0<> 
aij ponding to coordinatel:i.nes x;y at 
point ij 
E 
h 
Lx. 1" J.+ ,J 
M 
x .. l.J 
M 
XYij 
M 
YXij 
Nij 
N 
x .. l.J 
= modulus of elasticity 
= shell thickness 
= length of rigid bar ij j i+2j 
= length of rigid bar ij} ij+2 
= moment about y=axis at deformable node ij 
= moment about x-axis at deformable node ij 
= twisting moment about x-axis at deformable 
node ij 
= twisting moment about y~axis at deformable 
node ij 
= unit normal to the surface at point ij 
= in-plane force in x-direction at deform-
able node ij 
= in-plane force in y-direction at defor.ma~ 
ble node ij 0 
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= in-plane shear force at deformable node ij 0 
q 
= unit principal normal to coordinate line 
x~y at point ij 
= external load 
= normal shear force at a section perpen= 
dicular to x~axis 0 
Rta . . (a = x,y) = radius of curvature of coordinate lines 
lJ x~y at point ijo 
tao .(a = x,y) lJ 
x, y, z 
X,Y 
w .. l.J 
z .. lJ 
a,~ 
al 
d2. 
= unit vector along tangent to coordinate 
lines x~yo 
= a system of cartesian coordinateso 
= a system of oblique coordinateso 
= shell curvilinear coordinateso 
= displacement of point i+ij in the direc= 
tion of the bar ij J i+2jo 
= displacement of point ij+l in the direc= 
tion of the bar ij ~ ij+2 
= displacement of deformable node ij along 
the normal to the surfaceo 
= external load at point i+ij in the direc~ 
tion of uo.:,.o 0 
1.,l.J 
= external load at point ij+l in the direc= 
tion vij+1 
= external load a.t point ij in the dir(=:;c= 
tion of We • lJ 
= an auxiliary system of orthogonal COOT= 
dinat e lines 0 
= angle betw~en bar i-2j Jij and tangent t 
= angle between bar ij J i+2j and tangent t 
x 
x 
E 
E 
Y· . lJ 
iCY •• lJ 
e 
Yij+l 
K 
x .. lJ 
y 
(Kg) •. ,(a = x,y) (llJ 
(K ) •. ,(a = x,y) 
n (llJ 
(1" ) •. ,(a :;: x,y) g (llJ 
'r 
'r 
x .. lJ 
y .. lJ 
~j 
= angle between bar ij -2, ij and tangent t y 
:;: angle between bar ij$ij+2 and tangent t 
, y 
= extensional strain in x direction at de~ 
formable node ijo 
= extensional strain in y direction at de-
formable node ijo 
= shear strain at deformable node ij 0 
= rotation of bar ij,9i+2j about binormal by 
= rotation of bar ij J ij+2 about binormal b 
x 
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= complement of the angle between coordinates 
xy 
= flexural strain in x-direction at deform= 
able node ij 
= flexural strain in y~direction at defor.m= 
able node ij 
= Poissonns ratio 
= tangential curvature of coordinate. lines 
xJY at point ij 
normal curvature of coordinate lines x:yy 
at point ij 
~ geodesic torsion of coordinate lines xJY 
at point ij 
= twisting strain in x direction at defor.m= 
able node ij 
= twisting strain in y 'direction at defor.m= 
able node ij 
= angle between tangents t and t at point ij 
x y 
IIo METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
2 0 10 Brief Review on the Geometry of Surfaces 
Some of the fundamental concepts of Differential Geometry 
are briefly reviewed in this section. References 4 and 5 will 
be followed 0 This brief review is presented to orient the reader to 
the notation used in this study 0 
Let xl~ ~J ~ be a set of Cartesian coordinates (see Figo 
1)0 A surface is defined in general as the locus of a point whose 
coordinates are functions of two independent parameters x and Yo 
Let us position vector of the surface be given by~ 
r = r(x,y) 
, The first fundamental form of the surface is defined as~ 
The second fundamental form of the surface is ~ 
7 
aaf3 and baf3': (a.?~ = 1,2) are the covariant components of symmetric sec-
ond order tensors) called metric and curvature tensors) respectively 0 
The second order derivatives of the position vector r with 
- dr 
respect to the cQ~rdinates x, y, referred to ~he trihedron rx = dX ) 
- dr -r = ~ and the outwardly directed normal N to the surface have com-y oy 
i ponents given by the Christoffel symbols r jk 0 
8 
Table 1 gives the values of the coefficients of the first 
and second fundamental forms and of the Christoffel symbols for the 
set of coordinates chosen for the representation of the shell surface 0 
The principal normal of a curve at a point on the surface 
does not coincide in general wi th the' normal to the surface at that 
point 0 The projection of the curve's, principal curvature on the 
surface normal is the normal curvature K of the curve at this point 0 
n 
The proj ection on the tangential plane is the tangential or geodesic 
curvature K 0 g 
For the coordinate lines" K and K carl be determined by the 
n g 
equations: 
J'a22 . 2 (K) = - -- sJ.nX r g x all 11 
.J~. 1 (K) = - -.- sJ.nX r 22 g y a22 
where X is the angle between coordinate lines on the surface and Rx~ 
R a:re the radii of curvature of normal. sections through the tangents y 
to the coordinate lines 0 
The geodesic torsion of a curve on the surface at any point 
is defined as: 
9 
where t is the torsion of the curve considered and V is the angle be-
tween its principal normal and the normal to the surface. For the 
coordinate lines the geodesic torsions are~ 
where a is the determinant of the metric tensor given by~ 
(207) 
Glockner5 is to be credited with the idea of introducing the tangen~ 
tial curvatures and geodesic torsions into the theory of shells. 
By doing so he has been able to present strain-displacement relations 
equivalent to the ones given by Goldenveizer6 but simpler in form 
and with a clearer physi cal meaning. 
2.2. Description of the Discrete System Model 
2.2010 General 
The discrete model employed in this study consists of rigid 
bars and deformable nodes arranged in a network as shown in Fig. 20 
The nodes have extensional a..Tld shear properties similar to those of 
the material out of which the real shell is made.. The z coordinates 
of the nodes are the same as for the shell. The rigid bars are con-
nected to each other at their midpoints. 
The u and v displacements are defined at the intersection 
points of the rigid bars and are directed along their axes. The 
10 
normal displacement w is defined at the deformable node and is dir-
ected along the normal to the plane t ,t which is tangent to the 
. x y 
surface at the node. 
External loads are applied at the points where the cor-
responding displacements are defined. 
2.2",20 Geometry 
In the discrete model technique the continuous surface of 
Fig .. 1 is approximated by a system of r~gid bars and deformable nodes 
shown in Fig 0 20 The rigid bars in the planes xz and yz in Fig. 2 
represent chords of the coordinate lines x and y on the surface shown 
in Figo 1 .. f is again, as in Fig .. 1, the complement to the a.Tlgle 
between coordinate axes x and yo t and t are unit vectors tangent 
x y 
to the surface 0 They form angles eland e 2:; respectively, wi th co~ 
ordinate axes x and yo e l and e2 are taken as positive when measured 
counterclockwise from the axes.. t and t at a point ij can be deter= 
x y 
mined as tangents to the circles passing through ij and two neighbor-
ing deformable nodes .. 
The tangential and normal curvatures, K and K ~ and the g n 
geodesic contin~ 
uous surface. Quanti ties equivalent to K and K for the discrete g n 
model of Fig .. 2 can be found by means of the Meusniervs equations~ 
( K ) 1 . lJ! g X = RT slnlf'x 
x 
(2.8 a,b) 
II 
1 (K) = - COSw, n y RI y 
Y 
where R Y and R ~ are the radii of curvature in planes xz and yz ~ 
x y 
respectively 0 At node ij R v and R n can be as surned equaJ. for 
x y" 
both continuous and discrete systems 0 When the surface is not 
gi yen by an analytical expression~ they can "also be determined 
for the discrete model as radii of circles passing through ij and 
two neighboring pointso 
The angles Wx and 'y in Eqs 0 (208) and (209) have the 
following m"eaning ~ 
Wx is the angle between the normal :N to the surfa.ce and 
the principal normal Ii to t in plane xz 0 
x x 
Wy is the angle between N and the principal normal ny 
to t in plane yZo y 
t and W are determined through some simple vectorial computationso 
x y 
~n order to find them, a trihedron of unit vectors i~ JJ and k is 
defined along the x; y, z coordinate axeso The unit normal N to 
the surface is: 
where 
2 2 2 . 2 
a = cos <pC 1 + sec <p( tan 81 + tan 82 - 2tan8l tane2sin'P)) 
(2011) 
12 
By use of Eq. (2.10) and similar vectorial expressions for:Ii and 
x 
:Ii the cosine and sine of. VF and V. can be found. The results are: y x y 
ta.n82 ... ta.n81 sin,?, 
sin"x = Ja 
cosC(>sece2 
COSWy = Ja 
. tanel ... tane2 sincp 
sJ.nW = ---....,.1-----Y '\is. 
(2.12 a,b) 
(2 .. 13 a, b) 
In a similar way the geodesic torsions are determined by 
ap:plying the definition of differential geometry to the discrete 
system of bars.. The geodesic torsions established in this manner 
are given by the equations: 
=... ~ X (Co.sX( K) + (tanB2 sJ.n n x i+ij 
cosel 2 J 
... tanB \ 1\...,. . cos B2cosW"tr 2 . l' j u.o- J-J.- J 
(2.14 a,b) 
13 
where X is the angle between tangents t and t. It can be found 
x y 
through the expre,ssion for its cosine: 
Equations (2.8) to (2.15) determine &ll the geometrical. 
quantities needed at each point on the basis of known z coordinates 
of the nodal points on the surface. Thus, it is not necessary that 
the surface be given by an anaJ.ytical expression. 
2.~ Strain-Displacement Relations 
2.3.1. General. 
The strain-displacement relations can be derived directly 
from the model by considerations of the geometry invol.ved in the 
deformation of the shell. III The corresponding expressions of the theory 
of shells are presented in Appendix B in order to show the equivalence 
between the strain-displacement relations obtained from: the model. 
a.nd fin! te ... difference 8.pproxim&tions to the formulas of shell theory. 
2.3.2. T&ngentiaJ. strains 
The strains E and E are extensions per unit length along 
x y 
the coordinate linese The.·~she&r strain, E ,is defined as the 
I . 'XY 
change in angle between coordinate lines: 
'(2.16) 
14 
where (j).l and (l)2 are the angles through which the x and y coordi-". 
nate lines rotate in the tangent plane to the surface <> 
The extensional strain in the x-direction at the de-
formable node ij (see Fig 0 2) is ma.de up of :3 parts 0 First J 
due to the physical displacementJ) U + v cosX :; aJ.ong the rigid 
bars adjoinir..g the node.9 
1 (u + vcosX). 1.J CO.~d11 ; 1'" J 
-:-q.,. 
where L x, 0:1 and ae are as shown in Fig 0 3 0 
Secondly.9 the displacement vsinX along the binormal 
b r~s - except when the coordinate lines are lines of princi-
x 
p~ curvature - a projection on the plane xZo It can be seen 
in Figo 3 that the mag~~tude of this projection is 
Since the displacement v is not defin.ed at the node ij J) an av"" 
erage of the values of v at i+lj and i=lj is taken 0 Figo 4 shows 
the effect on the extensional strain € of a displacement along 
. x 
the normal Ii to t in plane xz 0 Therefore J by making 
x x 
The contribution of vsinx to the extensional strain is~ 
(2) Ie + ). 0 ,1, (1 ) E = ~2 V.2+1· v. =1· lnY .. sln". RV P .. x. . ..L J . l J '''i.J x. . x lJ lJ lJ X 
The factor 
is the tangential curvature (K ) 0 g x 
(2,,20) 
The third term is the effect of the displacement w 0 It 
is necessary to take into acco'L1J."1t that the normal to the shell at ij, 
along which the displacement w is defined~ is not in general in the 
plane xzo The projection of w .. on n iS J fram Figo 3J lJ X 
w~ . = w .. cos1jF 
lJ lJ Xc • 
lJ 
Referring again to Figo 4,9 with tJ. = We .cosljF J the extensional. 
lJ X .. 
lJ 
strain due to w displacement is g 
The factor 
* is the normal curvature (K ) " 
nx 
* The reason for the appearance of factors equivalent to the tangential. 
and normal. curvatures can be more clearly visuaJ.ized if one thinks _ 
in terms of curvatures and the effect on the extension of an arch by 
the displacement normal to ito The two bars meeting at ij have pro':" 
jections on the tangential and normal planes to the surface through t " 
The curvatures of these proj ections are ('K). and (K ) ~ respecti vely::C 
. gx nx 
l6 
The strain=displacement relations were deduced from 
vectorial considerations without making use of the curvatureso 
Nevertheless J for the sake of more compact expressions J the cur-
vatures -w"ill be kept in the formulas 0 
The total extensional s·train at the node ij is ~ 
<= 1 '""~ 0 !I K ~ 0 'X 
L n ,,,,'=;Coc 0 I""/"2'- P P Sln U XCOSCi-J- = g' x x 
1 ~ ,b K ) 0 
L g d2cos 0 l-r;:)\2 0 slnX ' xcos + g r x 
E -Xo. lJ 
1 1 
LDxcoa:xl L~xcos02 
i=lj ij i+lj 
Similarly ~ the extensional strain in the y direction at the deformable 
node ij can be written as~ 
ij+l 
E = ij 
. y. ° 
~J 
ij-1 
1 
LVycost32 
1 cosX. 1 + -21 (K LJ) sinX LRycos~ J+ g FY 
co (K LJ) 
ny-y 
1 
1 cOSXJ,o=l + -2
1 (Kg>_pySinx L9ycos~1 yo 
17 
The in-plane shear strain is given a.s the sum of 001 and (1)20 
The rotation (.1)1 of the coordinate line x due to the dis-
placements at i+lj and i -lj is: 
1 (. a 'il 
= LII Va 1 oS~nYo l' aD v. 10s~nYo 1 0/ 
Xc • ~+ J '~+J..J 1"" J ''"1.= J 
~J 
In addition to this ~ the displacement of node ij a.long 
the tangent t produces a rotation of the bars in the plane :X:Zp 
x 
18 
as shown in Fig 0 50 In general,? this rotation has a component 
in the tangential plane which}! making use of Eqo (208) J! is given 
by~ 
The displacement V along the tangent t is not defined at the 
x 
node ij 0 Instead,ll the average of u+vcos X at i =lj and i + Ij is 
taken 0 Substituting this average vaJ.ue in (2026) the second 
term of (l).l can be written as ~ 
(J)4~· = - ~ (Kg) xiJ U i -lj + UH lj + coS)( i j ( vi -lj 
+ Vi+lj)] 
The normal dis:plac~ent w ~so contributes to the ro-
tation in the tangential plane of bars i=2j,ij and ij,lli+2jo 
Thls is a consequence of the variation aJ..ong x-. of the direction 
of the normal to the surface between points i .... lj and i + Ij 0 One 
part of this variation depends only on the fact that the coor ... 
dinate lines intersect a.t an angle X between themo Due to this 
the c}lA.?1ge in the direction of the norma..l ~ 
a component about t Q XO 
* dii . ~ ~n differential geometry 0 
*' given by (K) :; has 
nx 
A second :part is due to the twist of the surface as shown in Figo 60 
LYle. eh8..t."'l.ge i.n W'x resulting from the twist of the surface is ~ 
1 
sinX 
19 
As a result of the change in \jF between i ~lj and i+l.j the normal dis ~ 
x 
placement w 0 • has components ,al.ong the, normal at i -lj and i+lj to l.J 
the x bars in the tangential. plane.v 1. 0 e 0.9 along b x 
two terms gives the contriD'U't:Lon of ·w, 0 to (1), lJ ..J...ij 
The sum. of the 
The factor of w 0 " is the geodesic torsion ('[) of the coordinate line lJ g x 
x as given by Eqo (2014a)0 
Therefore J the total ex-pressi.on for (1) is ~ 1 
(
, o. ) It K ) [ Vo loslnxo ,. - v., l·slnx. 1· - 2;:;\ U,' 1 n 1+ J l+...LJ 1 ~ J 1- .J g x 1- J 
+ u. 1 n + Cos~ .( v. l' + Vo l')] + (1' ) W .. 1+ J ~J l=~J 1+ J g X 1J 
The expression for the shear strain Exy is~ 
20 
/ 
~ 2~K ) cosx g x 
€ = 
XYij 
j 
L x ~ L~ sinx. 1 - ~21 K ) cosx Y J- g Y 
i 
(2032) 
2 .;3 03.0 Bending Stra.ins 
The rigid bars rotate in the process of deformation of the 
shell and thus produce bending stra.ins; a.t the nodes 0 The rotation 
of the rigid bar ij,P i+2j in the plane xz is shown in Fig" 70 
The forces in the shell are referred to the trihedron t , 
. x 
t , Np therefore, it is with respect to this trihedron that the y 
rotations of the ba.rs are defined 0 Consequently ~ the rotation in the 
plane t , N about b is ~ 
x x 
e ( 1) = [ (u + vcosX) (K ) p l. 1. + Lx 1 ( ciL 1 w. 2. 
xi+1j n x xJi+ J i+lj cos i+2j ~+ J 
1 ) 
- w .. 
cosae.. ~J 
~J 
21 
To this it is necessary to add another term arising from the twisting 
of the surface 0 In the derivation of (J)l it was shown that, due to 
the change in the inclination of the normal to the surface along x, 
a displacement w produces a change in the angle between t and N 
x 
through the deformation of the shell 0 For exactly the same reason, a 
displacement vsinx causes a rotation of t in the normal plane i , 
x x 
N, given by~ 
vsinx 0 (T ') g X 
Therefore, the total rotation of bar i+lj about b is g 
x 
e = [( u + vcosX) (K ) P ] 0 l' + Lx 1 C ai w. 2 0 
x1.'+lJo n x x 1.+ J 0 1 0 cos . 2. 1.+ J 1.+ J 1.+' J 
~ w 0 .) + (vsinx ('t' ) ). 1. cos o. 1.J g X 1.+ J 1.J 
Similarly, the rotation of the rigid bar ij, ij+l in the 
plane t N about b is ~ y y 
e = [( ucosX + v) (K LJ) l. . 1 + L 1 (f3~ w 0 • 2 
Y ij+l n Y' y jiJ+ Y ij+l ~cos ij+2 1.J+ 
The rotations about axes b and b can be represented by 
x y 
vectors along the binormals 0 A transformation of the vectors of 
rotation into the coordinate system t , t J N gives components as 
x y 
22 
The vectors of rotation are directed along the same axes 
as the vectors of displacement u and Vo The two sets of vectors have 
similar propertieso Therefore, for the purpose of deriving the 
bending strain-displacement expressions j the vectors of rotation 
. e e 
. . Xx and --)L..X can be trea.ted in the same way as are the vectors of S1n Sln 
displacement u and v in the derivation of the' tangential strains 
(see section 203 o2.) 0 
For instance /_,the bending strain at ij in the x direction 
is given by the following expression~ 
1 [ e :"\ e ~"'\ e 
Kxc . = LUx CSi~XA+lj - CSi~xJi-lj - cosX('sihl+lj 
1J 
Equation (2037) is similar in form to Equation (2 .. 23) ob-
tained for the tangential strain 
Similarly the bending strain at ij in the y direction is~ 
e e e 
K = L7 [(--)L..' . 1 - (--)L.. '. c 1 = cosXrr:s4nxX:\'Jc+l Y, ; Y s1niAJ+ . s1nxAJ~ ~... ~ 
-v 
eXi) 0 1 ) 
- ~o---=-.. +;3{K) e + e 
eS1n lJ- l 2 g y~ x .. 1 x .. ,. 
- 1J+ lJ~.J.. 
The twisting strains at ij are determined by the relative 
rotations of bars in parallel planes.~ __ 
23 
l[(e e iA e e iA 1" = - -L - cosX ~ - ( -7-- - cosX ~ l x.. L uxSinX sin . +lj \sl.nx sin . -ljJ l.J 
- kK ) (e + e ) 2 g x x. l' x. l' 
'l.+ J l.- J 
1" = .. l:_rr_ex - cos X l) -(i - cosX l"\ ] y.. L °yL\Sinx sinx ij+l ,-sinX ,sinXhj..,l l.J 
- ~K) (e + e ) 2 g Y y .. 1 y .. " l.J+ l.J-...I.. 
(2039) and (2040), the final expressions for the bending and twisting 
strains in terms of the displacements are obtained 0 They are pre-
sented in Eqso 2041-20440 For the sake of more compact expressions J 
the second term of Eqso (2014a) and {2014b} is abbreviated as follows~' 
= (ta.ne1 ij+l 
- ta.ne ) 
1 .. 1 l.J-
coselo -" 2 
____ l..;,t..J<, cos e 
/jJ!;. 20 ,cos1jf 
l.J yo . l.J 
cose2 . 0 l.J 2 
-ISJ----. cos e10 . COSWx .. l.J l.J 
Also; only subscripts _pifferent from i and j are writteno The fo1-
lowing abbreviations are also used~ 
24 
q ,(a = x,y) = .~ (COSX(K) + A~)· Ok Sl. k n Ok -~ 
K. ::::: 
x. ~ 
l.J Elol 
j 
lop _ ~K) '0 ~ 
= - L~x x
i
_1 2 g x 
r r 
El.4 
1 x i _1 x i +1) 
= - L ~ x (COSal + cosa2 
El.6 1 0 ~i+1 + ~Kn)y 0 (Kg) X = - Ll1x 
COSXry (Kg}X 
. i-I EloS = - LllxcoSt32i_lj_l - 2LYi_lcOS~i_lj_l 
cosXr 
, (K~) x Yi+1 
- 2LYi+1COS~i+1j_1 Elo9 = LVxcos~. I' 1 1+ J-
Cosxry (K ) , 
i+1 g X 
Eloll = - -L-~--S-~~li-+~l-j-+-l + 2~Yi+1COS~li+lj+l 
K :. = 
Yo 0 
~J 
]2,,1 
]202 
]203 
]204 
]2 .. 5 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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j 
i (2042) 
1 
r 
L VYCOS!32j_2 Yj -1 
1 1 f 
.. - p ... ~ K) 0 AB 
~ 
Llly Y0 1 2 gy J-
~ 
j 
l 
i 
:) 1 
'1x + ~ Kn)x " (K) . 
..., 
L'ily g Y 
.J 
j-l 
.J 
t.a , 
) r r 
1m 1 (Yj - 1 Yj +1 ) I 
... Lny cosf31 + cosf32 ' 
l-
.I 
) 
) 
.0. 
1 k<K) 0 L LVy py . ... 2 g Y AB J+1 , 
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I 
1 
r :E2o 7 = LUycost31. 2 Yj+l : , J+ 
cosXr 
( KS?il. x. 1 :1"" ]208 f .. 
- 2Lx. lCosct2. Ij 1 = ... Lllye6Sa2i_lj_l 
' J- ' l--
cosXr (K ): x. I J+ 5 'l. :E2 09 - 2Lxj+lcosa2i_lj+l = LIlYCoSa2i_lj+l 
cosXr (K g,)''l. x. I 
:E2,olO J-
+ 2Lxj_IcOSali+lj_1 =: LVycoSdLi+lj_l 
cosXr ( Kg,);'i Xj+l 
:&2011 
+ 2~j+lcoSali+lj+1 = ..., LUycoSdLi+lj+l 
GlolO Gloll 
! I 1 
Gl03 Glo6 
l' ; =: j 
x .. lJ Glcl Glo2 Glo5 Glo7 
i 
Glol = 
Glo3 := 
Gl~4 := 
:= 
:= 
:= 
:= 
:= 
"" LlIxcosaeo 2 l= 
+ ,...D 2L~c lCos~ ° 2 
1 
Vx 
1 
=~ 
..u .A. 
1 
LOx 
1 
LUx 
l- l-
t + ~Kg)X L 1\"0 Yi -1 r...u 
COISlX, lr 
l= xi=l cosXo+1rxo . l)..+l 
cosal + cosd2 
t + ~K) ~ y. 1 2 g X l+ 
CosXi+lrXi+l {Kg}x 
"" LnxcoSaii+2 - 2Lxi+lcosali+2 
1 
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G202 
== 
G203 = 
1 
LUycost320 2 J= 
IG201 
i 
1 
s - ~Kg)y LUY Yo 1 J= 
1 
t + ~Kg)y ~ LUY x· 1 J-
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G2011 
j 
(Kn)y 
f 
AB 
= 
G2 .• 6 = 
:::: 
:::: 
G2,10 :::: 
G2cll 
cosx. ~r 
1 ( 
J~.L y, 1 
J= + 
Lny cosl3l 
s =!tK) 
\T ~ g' Y 
v -l' 1 
,jT 
I, ) f 
t x + 2'- Kg. Y AB j+l 
cosX. lr 
J+ y":+l ~ J. 
cosx· lr 
J+ Yj +1 ) 
cost32 
L~ycoSr31j+2 2Ly. lCOSI31 , 2 J+ J+ 
1 
LOycosCi2v l' 1 
l- J-
1 
L ~ ycosd2 0 1· 1 l--J+ 
1 
LCycosal. 'I' 1 l+ J- . 
1 
r 
r 
r 
x. 1 J-
x. "1 J+J.. 
x. 1 J-
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Expressions for the strains in terms of the physical com-
ponents of the displacements have been given by GOldenVeizer~6 
GlocknEr5 and Langhaar9 for the general case of non-orthogonal co-
ordinate lines 0 The expressions presented here are equivalent to the 
finite-difference approximations to these relations except for the 
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effect on the bending strains of the rotation around the normal J 
w~~ch has been neglected in this stu~o 
For the case of coordinate lines which are lines of prin-
cipal curvature p ioeo J cosX = OJ sin~x = sinwy = OJ andJ further.more J 
the curvatures are constant J) then the relations reduce to those 
found b;y- Mol".J."az10 in his study of shallow shells 0 
On the other handJ) if the curvatures are set equal to zeroJ) 
the strain=d.ispla~ement relations do not coincide with the ones of 
t " th f k l' 11 ne eory 0 S ew p a~eso This is due to a different way of de~ 
fining the shear and twisting strains o In this study)) the defini-
tions of changes in anglesJ) as given by Goldenveizer J 6 has been re-
tained. because it has a more obvious physical meaning thal1 the usual 
definition of the Theory of Elasticityo Never~heless9 the derivation 
of the stress-strain relationships and the equation of virtual work 
will be consistent with the defirdtion of shear and twisting strains 
adopt,:ed here so that the equilibrium equations expressed in terms of 
displacements are actually the same for both the model and the theory 
of skew plates 0 
For the same reason J the strain-displacement relations 
found. for the: model in its general form are not equivalent to the 
ones given by Langhaar~9 
2040 Elasticity Relations 
In the theory of elastic shells the forc€=strain relations 
are obtained by integrating the stresses through the thickness of the 
sheIla The shell is referred to lines of principal curvature and the 
stresses are given in terms of the strains by Hookegs Law 0 If the 
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integration is carried out keeping all terms up to the third power 
of the coordinate normal to the middle surface,)) the formulas for the 
moments involve tangential strains and those of the forces have 
6 bending strains in themo It has been argued and shown by energy 
considerations8 that these terms are of the same order as the error 
introduced by neglecting the transversal normal and shear stresses 0 
Therefore, the simplest formulas for the elasticity relations will 
be taken 0 They are for a shell referred to orthogonal coordinate 
lines a:t3o 
N 
ex 
= 
= 
N =N = 0f3 f3a 
M 
ex 
= .., 
= 
Eh I-V 
-~2 2 €($ 
I-v 
~ 
2 (Kex + VKj3) 
12( I-v) 
Eh3 
. 2 (Kf3 + VKJ 
12el-'V ) 
~ 
M at3 =Mf3a :;; - . 2 ( 1-v) "013 
12('1",'V ) 
In order to find the elasticity relations for non-orthogonal co= 
ordinate lines x:y:; the forces in the x:y system will be expressed in 
terms of the forces in the 0f3 ~ystem, assuming that the a and x lines 
coincide 0 Then j consistent with Goldenverzer6 and Langhaar,9 
N 
Y 
N yx 
M 
Y 
M yx 
=~ 
sinx 
= - Nt3 cotX + Nt3a 
=~ 
sinX 
The strains in the at3 system in terms of the strains in the x:y 
6. 
system areg . 
Ea = EX 
Et3 = -cotXExy + Ey 
Eat3 = -cotXE + cotXE X y 
K 
a 
= sinXK - cotXT 
x xy 
l 2 K ) Kt3 = ~ (cos XK ~ cosX1" + Sln x xy y 
Tat3 = -cosXK + T x xy 
where 
1" = 1" + cosXK = T + cosXK xy x x y y 
Substituting Equations (2047) into (2045) and the results in Eqo 
(2046) the following force-strain relations in non-orthogonal co-
ordinates are obtainedg 
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N 
x 
N 
Y 
- . 
-' 
Eh 1 ..........".~~-(€ 4-l- sinx x' 1-
~"""""l_(€ + l~j! sinX y 
€ ' = y cotX€ ) xy 
€ 
cotX€ ) 
x xy 
. 2 2 
N --N -- ~ ~ [(!+cos X""Y,sin X) - l+v ( )J 
€, 2 cosX €x+€y ._. X'J 'yx 1=v2 sinx 2sinx '. xy 
M 
Y 
M 
x:y 
M yx 
The positive sign convention far the forces is indicated in Figo 90 
In order to find the principal forces it is necessary to 
'express the forces i~, the orthogonal system ~ in terms of the forces 
in the xy systemo This is reacli.ly done by inverting the Equations 
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M = M + COSVM ex x APJ..yx 
MR = M - cos)('M 
I-' y yx 
2050 Equations of Equilibrium 
The equations of equilibrium are obtained by the use of the 
principle of virtual displacement 0 For a system in equilibrium the 
sum of the works done by the internal and external forces for any 
admissible virtual displacement is equal to zero 0 
The equation of equilibrium in the x direction is obtained 
by giving a virtual displacement .6.u at the point where the equation 
is sought while keeping all other displacements fixedo For the nodes 
surrounding the point ij the di splacements and rotations through 
which the in-plane forces and moments do work are obtained from the 
strain-displacement relations 0 The internal work is equal to the 
negat:t ve of the change in the strain energy due to the virtual dis = 
placement .6.Uo 
W int = - I N .6.€ L 
Before substituting for the Ngs and .6.€u s attention should be 
paid to the fact that the shear strain does not give directly the dis-
placement along which.,the shear force does work 0 This is due to the 
manner in which the strain i.s defined~ i 0 eo: as change in angle be-
tween coordinate lineso The actual displacement s along N and N 
xy yx 
are~ 
~ = sinx~ + COSX6€y (2,,51 a-b) 
The 'external work of the components of the load at point ij is ~ 
for equilibrium~ 
After substituting for N and 6€ in (2,,53) the equation of equilibrium 
in the x direction is~ 
+ rN r: cos X k K' on)('] L [N ('. cosX L x.y (' L n xcosal .., 2 ~gJ xSl ') i+lj" x:y\L U xcosa2 
"'" 2~ K ) sin."'( "J .. 1· g x ") l- J 
+ ~21 K ) Sinx']' 0 1 g y : ") lJ-
- [M (El,,2) 1. 10 - rM (&105)1 O"~l. x-'i+ J l .. · .. x J J.~J 
37 
- [M (Glo2)] ° 1° - [M (Gl05)] ° 1° x:y ~+ J x:y . ~"" J 
CD [Myx< G2 03)] ij+l - [Myx< G2 06) ] ij-l 
[~(]2.3) }j+l [~V]2·6) ] ij-l 
x ~ cos)(y = 0 
The equilibrium equations of the general shell theorJ are 
presented for comparison purposes in Appendix Co 
Substituting the displacements and the elasticity relations 
between forces and strains in the equation of work p the equilibrium 
equation in the x direction in terms of the 'strains at neighboring 
points is obtainedg 
Ell i+l i+l 1+ V 2. 1 1+ v . 1 tVX LVy - - . [1(1-'~OS X}:(- 11 .. )--s~nxcosxr...~K ) ""€ l_V2 2s~nAi.+l ~ 2 \-. L xcosa 2 \-.2 g x)) xi+lj 
+ similar quantities at points l.-lj ~ ij+l j ij-1 
1~V ) 
+(V(E102o 1°) - ---2 cosx (Glo2. 1° )K ~+ J . ~+ J y. l' ~+ J 
+ 12-V( Gl02. 1')( 1: + 1: ) ° l' ~+ J x Y ~+ J 
+ similar quantities at points i-lj~ ij+1j ij-l 
+ X + cosxY' = 0 
Similarly the equations of equilibrium in the y and normal 
directions are obtained by giving virtual displacements t::.v and & to 
the appropriate displacement points 0 The complete set of equilibrium 
equations for a typical interior point, both in t~s of the forces 
and in terms of the strains at neighboring points are given in 
Appendix Ao 
The equations of equilibrium in terms of the displacements 
can be obtained by substituting the strain..,displacement relations into 
the equilibrium equations 0 The resulting expressions are obviously 
quite involved andJ consequentlYJ they are not written out hereo 
Besides y this is not necessary for the manner in which the numerical 
computations are programmedo The fin~ substitution of the strains 
in tenns of the displacements in the equilil)rium equations is carried 
out by the computero Once the equilibrium equa.tions for all the 
points in the model are formulated J they constitute a set of linear 
aJ.gebraic simultaneous equations in tenns of the three displa.cements 
2060 Reca;pi tulati.on of Assumptions and Limitations 
The system of equations of equilibrium in terms of the 
displacements was constructed in Section 205 without making use of 
the sixth equation of equilibrium (see Appendix B) that is the sum~ 
mation of moments ~ound the normalo If the elasticity relations 
adopted in Section 204 are substituted in the sixth equationJ the 
latter is not in general satisfiedo This failure to satisfy the 
sixth equilibrium equation is not unusual,? most approximate shell 
theories violate this equation 0 
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The subject of a consistent choice of the elasticity relations 
in the theory of shells is a difficult one and has given rise to dis= 
cussion and disagreement among a number of authorso It is possible to 
construct elasticity relations which do not violate the sixth equili= 
brium equation but KOiter8 has shown that their improvement is i1= 
lusory since it is of the same order of ma.gni tude as the error intro= 
duced by Love~Kirchhoffus approximationo 
For the same reason the effect of the rotation about the 
normal on the bending strains has been omitted from the strain= 
displacement!: rela.tions given in Section 2e302o It can be seen in 
Appendix B that this term consists of th.e rotation around the normal 
divided by some radius 0 This term will be unimportant if the rota= 
tion is small which is in fact the case for most of the problems J 
but excludes those cases where inextensional deformations of the mid= 
dle surface are possibleo Aside from this the strain=displacement 
relations derived in Section 203 are completely general up to first 
order terms 0 
There are also J of course J the approximations due to the 
replacement of the continuous surface by a discrete system of bars 
and deformable nodes 0 A mathematical study of tb..is seems quite air"", 
ficult since it corresponds to the estimate of the error in a finite 
difference approxima.tion to 8..."1 ~1'cith order differential equation 0 
At this stageJ a test of the convergence of the method cannot be 
made exce:pt by solving the same problem with different number of 
points 0 
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Of a different nature is the following limi tationo For 
the purpose of simplif'ying the computer program j the same coordinate 
system x,Yjz of Figure 2 is used to determine the necessary geometric 
parameters for the whole shell and, consequentlyjl all the bar~ aJ..ong 
a coordinate line are contained in the same plane 0 This 1imi ts the 
shape of the shells that can be solved with this program to those with 
quadrangular planformo Nevertheless 1) aJ.1 the expressions derived in 
this study are not restricted by this condi tiono In fact, if a shell 
is covered by a system of bars arbitrarily placed on itJ at any point 
of the shell, the adjoining bars define the planes xz and yz~ so that 
all the geometric parameters -- K 1) K-l) etco -- needed in the strain-
n g 
displaaement relations can be computed 0 
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III 0 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
30lo General 
The general strain-displacement relations must be modified 
whenever their patterns include displacements of points which would 
lie outside of the modelo Once modified strain"'displacement relations 
have been developed the equilibrium equations are then obtained by the 
same procedure as is used for obtaining the equilibrium equations of 
typical interior pointso 
The assumption of idealized boundary conditions generally 
required by the mathematical solution of the shell problem can be 
misleading 0 In -general, the stiffness of the supporting beams.)) when 
they exist, should be taken into accoUnt 0 Therefore, the free=edge 
boundary condition together with the inclusion of the supporting 
beams as part of the shell has the most practical significanceo 
Nevertheless, for the purpose of establishing the applicability of 
the method proposed by comparing its· results with knowrl solutions.)) 
the simple support condition is aJ..so studiedo 
3020 Simply Supported Edge 
30201 0 Hinge Support 
When an edge coinciding with a y coordinate line is hinge 
supported, the boundary conditions are: 
u = 0 
v = 0 
w = 0 
M ""cosXM x xy :::;:: 0 (301) 
The strain-displacement relations for a. deformable node at 
the edge are ~ 
2 COSX1._i Lx. iCOSOll 1-
I 
• I j' 
€ 
- # x .. 2 1J 
Lxo 1 cosou, 1~ i 
€ = 
'"xy" •• 
1J 
j 
i 
The bending strain in the y direction can be easily ob-
tained by use' of the definition given ,in 203030:; as the '~fference 
betw,een angles of rotation at the neighboring points ij ~l and ij+l 
divided by the distance between them 
K = 
-Yo . 
1J 
j 
i 
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condition 
therefore~ 
The bending strain in the x direction is found from the 
K 
x .. 1J 
(3 (6) 
The twisting strains ~ ,T are also found fram the de~ 
x y 
finitions established in 203o2J taking into account that the rota-
tion along the edge is equal to zero at the hinge supports 
T = x .. 
1J 
Glol V = 
Gl o2 n = 
Glo8' 
Glo3 ~ 
Gl .. l t 
-~ 
Lx. 1 cos02. 2 1- 1-
2 
s 
Lx· 1 1= ~~l 
2 t 
Lx. 1 y. 1 1- 1-
Glo2 U 
2cosx· 1 J~ 
LJL 1cosa2 0 l' 1 1~ J.- J-
(307) 
(Kg)X 2cosX 0 1 
GlolO' == 2 .. GlolO + + J+ 
Lx. lcosae . 1· 1 Lx. lcosae . 1 0 1 J+ 1= J+ 1- l~ J-
20209 
j 
i 
Node one half' space from the edge 
r 
X· 1 J+ 
The expressions for the strains € , €y~ € ,K are the 
x 'XY Y 
same as for an interior poil1t, except for the displacements a.t the 
edge, which are aJ.l equaJ.. to ~eroo 
K = x .. 1J 
The flexural strainJ! K :; is 
x 
ElolO 
i 
·r 2r 1 xi _1 
= - L'x (cosal + 
x. 1 
1+ ) 
c0802 
j 
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Similarly, for the twisting strain, the only coefficient 
which differs from those of typical interior point is the coefficient 
of w. 0 in 1.".. The modified coefficient is l.J x 
2cos)(. lr 
l.+ X i +l ) 
cosd2 
302.20 Roller Support 
The plane of the support is defined at each point by the 
tangent to the coordinate line' and the normal to the surface 0 This 
type of support" commonly referred to as a "diaphragm, Vi offers no 
resistance in the direction normal to its planeo The boundary con-
di tions~ for example i! at edge y = b J are the following ~ 
u:+ Y coa)( = 0 
w = 0 
N = 0 Y 
M - cosXM; = 0 (3010) y yx 
The strains a.t the deforma.ble nodes on or near the edge are now 
formulated making use of the a.bove relations 0 
Node on the edge 0 By the first of conditions (3ol0) the ex-
tensional strain in the x direction is 
. ~K ) s:inX ~21 K ) sinX 
.. /2 g~ gx ~~======~====~I j 
i 
and the shear strain is 
1 .20 
- LUx S1n XS1nXi_l 
i 
2 
--- sinxcosX 
LY·l 
. J-
j 
where the u displacement at ij, has been eliminated by making use of 
the third of the .'boundary conditions 0 The third condition of Eqo 
(3.10), expressed in terms of the strains, is~ 
Therefore 3 at the edge ~ 
The b,ending and twisting strains can be obtained by the same pr~= 
cedure that was used in the case of the hinge support J except that 
now the u and v displacements are not equal to zero along the 
boundary 0 The u displacement aJ.ong the edge is eliminated by the 
first of conditions (3010)0 The bending strain in the x direction 
is found to be~ 
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K = Xo, 
~J 
I 
47 
El06=COSXi+1Elo 5 
j 
/2E109 
----------~----------~ 
i 
By the fourth boundary condi tior:. s the bending strain in the y 
direction is 
K = =vK + cosX(l=V)~ y x x 
The twisting strains at the edge are obtained in a similar way-o They 
are 
'T = x, . 
~J 
Gl 03 =cosX1, =1 Gl 02 
i 
G2012 
i 
Gl06=cOSXi=lGlo5 
j 
G2013 
j 
G2 03 t 
G208' 
G2.l0v 
2cotx = _ __~ __ ~b-__ 
2 
= 
= -
= 
= 
Ly. lco~2. 2 J- J= 
2 
LY·l J-
2 
LY'l J-
s 
y'l J-
t 
x' l J-
(K ) 
20208 + g y 
Ly. lcoS~2o 1'1 1.... 1.- J-
(K ) 
2G2010+ g y 
Ly. lcOS~2. 1 0 1 1.+ 1.+ J-
48 
2cos~"'1 
+ 2 
Ly. 1 cosf32.. 1· 1 J- 1.- J= 
2cos~+1 
+ 2 
Ly. 1 cost32 0 1 0 1 J'" 1.+ J"" 
G2.12 = - L/ 1 ( By. 1-COS~ ... 1 t x . 1) - ~21 K )~K ) +cosX ~'),';~l 
J - 1.... 1. - g Y ~ n y ~ 'r-.1 
G2ol3 = "" 1 (S "'COSY 0 It ) - ~21 K ) I{ K ) + cosX ABf ~ 1 Ly. 1 yo 1 '''1.+ x. 1 g y~ n y ~+ J- ~ ~ , 
Node one-half space from the edge. 
The strain expressions ,for Ex .. and Kxo . (with coefficients 
1.J 1.J 
of w points equal to zero for points on the edge) at the deformable 
node ij located one-half space from the boundary are similar to those 
of a typical interior nodeo By applying the first of conditions (3010) 
the remaining strains one-half space from the edge are obtained 0 Only 
the coefficients which differ2fr.om the ones for a typical interior 
point are writteno The extensional strain in the y direction is 
€ = y .. lJ 
j 
i 
The shear strain is 
-L .... ~..."X -O .... X bt 1/ \ ~~ n2 .,n 
- LU ~~ll. l~ ~ ·'1- ~~ I ~~, x· 1 Y J+ J+ c g Y J+ 
€ = x:y .. lJ 
j 
i 
The bending strain in the y direction is 
r 
1 ( Yj - 1 
= - L ny cosf3l. + 
The twisting strain Ty is 
T = Yo. ~J 
E205~cosXo 1E206 
J+ 
j 
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303.. Free Edge 
Assuming that the edge along a y-coordinate line is com-
pletely free:; the boundary conditions are 
= 0 
= 0 
M -cos)(M = 0 
x xy 
= 0 (3022) 
where R is the classical reaction defined by the equation 
x 
Node on the edge. 
The extensional strain in the y-direction at a deformable 
node located on the edge is similar to that of a typical interior 
node. 
The expressions for the extensional strain in the x-
direction and the shear strain are obtained from the first and the 
second of Eqs. (3022)0 These equations, in terms of the strains, are 
E + V€ - cotX€ = 0 X Y xy 
* An Uexact tt6formulation of the two first boundary conditions is the 
following: 
and 
Nxy + (Kn)yMxY :::; 0 
The second term of each of these equations is neglected in this study 0 
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Solving Eqs .. (3024) simUltaneously for Ex and € , 
xy 
(3026) 
Eqso (3025) and (3.26) provide for the two first boundary conditions 
To obtain the flexural strain in the y direction we have to 
consider the rotation of bars i-lj+l, ij+l and i-lj=l, ij-lo Since 
at the crossing points at the edge the two bars displa.ce in the nor-
mal direction independently of each other j additional normal dis= 
placements 0 f S are introduced at the ends of the crossing bars as 
shown in' .Fig 0 10.. W:i,. th the extra unknown 0 9 S and making use of' Eq 0 
(2.37) the flexural strain in the y direction is 
-2]2 .. 9 
2E209 ~ ~-----iIO 
j 
i 
where the coefficients not written are the same as for a typical 
interior node.. The third of' Eqs. (3022) gives 
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K = -V,K + cosX(l=V)~ x y . y 
In a similar waJrJ by making use of the Eqs" (2 .. 39) an.d 
( 2 .. 40) and the rotations as. shown in Fig e 10 j the twisting strains 
'at the edge aan be obtained.. The average rotation in the y direc= 
tion at the node ij is 
1 1 2 ) e = 2~e . . + e. 0 Yo • ~J ~J 
~J 
The twisting strains obtained are ~ 
Glo15 
Gl .. lO v 5 Gl .. 13 
Glo14 
Glo3 u 
~x. 0 = Glo16 j 
~J Gl .. 2 11 
GloI5', 
i 
GloJ2 
Glo13 
Glo14 = 1 ~ K). f' Lx. ~ <00 2' g x AB ~~l 
cos02. 2 
Gl.l6 = - Glol' 1-
cosciL 
T = y- -1J 
202.5 
...-=-"""""'"--.......,.",;~iIII" .~G2 0 9 + G2. 7) 
202.6 
j 
202 .. 2 
....... ~~_~f>~( ... 02.8 + G2 .. l) 
2G203 
i 
Node one-half space from the edge. 
(303l) 
At the deformable node ij located one-half space from the 
edge, . aJ.l strains except K and 1" are similar to thos e of a typi cal. x . x 
interior node. For these two strains it is necessary only to take 
into account that the rotation e is nOW!1 instead of (2035) j 
xi +lj 
+ (vsinX(T ) ). l. g X J.+ J 
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The fourth of conditions (3022) has also to be satisfiedo This will 
also provide the necessary equation to determine the extra u.nkriown clis-
placements 0 
The reaction R is defined at the points of intersection 
x 
of rigid bars along the edgeo For example, the reaction at point 
ij+l, Fig 0 11, is composed of the shear force ~ which results 
ij+l 
from the ber.ding moment M and Q which results from the 
xi -1j+l ~ij+l 
twisting moments M 
xy .. l.J 
and M The forces Qll are tra.:nsferred 
XYij+2 
to the ends of the 'bars intersecting the edge by means of auxilia....ry 
rigid bars (Fig 0 11) which connect the nodes on't the edg.e to the 
poin ts" on the edge where the bars eros So 
For equilibrium near the edgeJ) Fig 0 ll, 
~ .. 1 l.J+ 
1 
= - Lx .. 1/2 l.J+ 
1 
1 sin~_.lj+l Mxi _lj+l 
1 M 
Sin~j Y'Xij 
1 
sin~j+2 
For equilibrium in the normal direction 
Q + Q~ - Q! - 0 ~ij+l ~Xij+l ~ij+l 
Substituting Eqso (3033) into (3034) and expressing the 
mome~ts in terms of the strains by means of Eqso (2048) we obtain 
Eqo (3035) is the equation necessary to det.ermine the extra unknown 
displacement 0 at tbe edge 0 
IV" NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4-.1. General 
As was previously mentioned there are no closed form 
mathematical solutions for the general case of shells referred 
to a system of non+>orthogonal :coordinates. Consequently, the 
]Ossibilities for checking the results of the model are quite 
limited. Nevertheless, in order to demonstrate the applicability 
of the model several examples have been chosen with a wide range 
of variation of the geometric indexes of the shell. If the 
model can predict their bebavior, then it can be expected to 
give good estimates for general shell problems. 
One limiting case for which there is a solution in 
series form is the rhomboidal plate. Also for shallow trans"" 
lational shells there are Navier and Levy-type series solutions 
based on the assumptions that the coordinate lines are close to 
the lines of principal curvature and that'i:the curvature is con ... 
stant along these lines 0 The model can take into account the 
real situation but the comparison of its results with the mathe= 
matical approximation involved in shallow shell theory has to be 
interpreted only on a qualitative basis. 
One type of shell of interest as test problem for the 
model is the conical shell. This interest is for the following 
reason, the strain-displacement relations involve tangential 
curvatures affecting the displacements u and v and rotations, 
which have to be averaged since they cannot be 'defined at the 
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deformable nodes 0 For a conical sheil, with an opening angle of 900 , 
the tangential. curvature is likely to ha.ve an im];>ortant effect since 
it is of the same magnitude as the normaJ. curvatureo MoreoverJl 
there is an analytical solution for a segment of a. concial shell. simply 
supported aJ..ong the generators 0 
4.20 Unifotmly Loaded Rhombic Plate., All Edges Simply Sgpported 
A rhomoic plate with an acute angle of 60° is 'consideredo 
" 
The Poisson liS ratio is equal to 00300 The plate is covered by a 
9 x 9 grid'! The values of the deflection and the principal moments 
at the cente~ of the plate are given in Table 10 The reslllts are in 
good agreement with those given by Morleyoll 
4030 Trunca.ted Cone ... Segment Simply S;upported Along the Four Edges 
WilSOh15 bas presented analytical results for-truncated 
cone .... segments simply supported along the genera.tors 0 His solution is 
ba.sed on a.., separation of variables technique and the development of 
power serieso 
This shell is of particu.lar interest as a. t'est problem 
because the tangential and nonnal curvatures have the same magnitude 0 
A trup,cated cone segment with dimensions given in Fig 0 12 
is consideredo The shell has a thickness of 0020 mo M.d the Poissonlls 
ra.tio is equal. to 00250 The shell is subj ected to normal load,9 uni = 
form al.ong-< the x axis and varying sinusoida.lly along the e coordinate 0 
Due to symmetry only one=haJ.f of the shell is us ed in the analysis 0 
The hal.f of the shell is divided into 6 spacings in each directio:o.o 
The plots of the forces N and N at e = 45° and N at 
x· y x:y 
e = 900 are given in Fig I) J2 0 The moments Mx and My at e = 45° and 
M at e = 900 are. shown in Figo 13 I) Alo:ngthe center a'tld edge gen= 
x.y 
erators the deformable nodes are located at x = 0, 2, 4, 0 I) 0 etc 0 
The forces and moments at x = 1, 3, I) 0 0 etc I) have been estimated by 
extra.polating according to the sine law from the values obtained at 
neighboring generators. 
Table 3 shows the results obtained for the w displa.cement 
and for the forces and moments I) The values given in Ref 0 15, modi CD 
tied by a convenient scale factor are also presented for compari= 
son. The resuJ.ts obtained at the other points of the shell. obey 
closely the trigonometrical laws required by the sinusoidal load and 
the type of support I) The agreement between the resuJ.ts of the dis = 
crete model and the approximate analytical solution is good. 
4.:4. Tra.nslationaJ. Shells Hinge ... SupportedAlong FoUl." Edges 
Two sets of translational sheJ..ls with different rise""'span 
ratio are considere~do.·; All the shells have the same span and coyer 
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a square pla.nformo They are hinge-supported on aJ.l four edges and are 
subjected to uniform vertical load. (dead weight) 0 
The dimensions of the shells for the first set of examples 
are shown in Figo 140 An elliptic paraboloid and a spherical cap 
with the same rise-span ratio, 3/13, a;re solved. A 6 x 6 grid on a 
quadrant of the shell is used in the analysis 0 The normal deflec= 
tion, forces and moments along the micLsection of the shells are shown 
in Fig 0 14 and Fig 0 150 T'ne results obtained by using the shallow 
shell assumptions are also presented for comparisono 
The rise~span ratio for the second set of examples is 
2/130 The normal. deflection.,9 forces and moments aJ.ong the roid= 
section of the sbells are presented in Fig 9 16 and Fig 0 1 7 for the 
elliptic para.boloid, spherical cap and shallow shells 0 
It is not within the objective of this study to undertake 
a thorough examina.tion of the limits of the vaJ.idi ty of the shall.ow 
shell theoTyo For thisjl a variation of all the parameters involved 
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and the boundary conditions would be requiredo However,:£"rom the 
results obtained same conclusions can be dra.wno The forces and moments 
obtained with the use of the shallow shell theory provide a. good ap= 
prox1mation to the spherical cap but not for the elliptic paraboloido 
The principal. reason for this is that the assumption of constant 
ra.di us of curvature along the generators is impli ci t in the theory 
of sha1.l.ow shells while the curvature at the highest point of the 
elliptic paraboloid of Figo 16,9 for examplejl is 106 times the value 
of the curva.ture near the support 0 
v 0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
5010 Conclusions 
A discrete element method of analysis that can be used for 
the analysis of shells of arbitrary shape has been developed 0 The 
model gives good estimates qf the magnitude and the distribution of 
deflections and stresses in shells with a wide range of geometric 
properties 0 Even rapid variations in forces and moments through the 
shell can be predicted sufficiently for engineering purposes by the 
model 0 
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The procedure can be used for the analysis of shells with 
any boundary condition and for any kind of loading)) including pa..1"'tial 
loads 0 Also elastic supports can be treated by including them a.s a 
part of the shello The method can easily be extended to include 
columns or isolate supportsJ non~linear material properties~ and 
variable thickness 0 Also the influence of the deformations on the 
change in the geometry of the shell. under loading can be studied 0 
One important characteristic of the discrete model technique 
should be underlinedo By looking at the equilibrium equations ob~ 
tained from the model it can be realized that they e,....":::press the equil.i= 
brium conditions for a small element of the shell with forces and 
moments assumed constant along the edges of the element 0 When the 
shell is given by an anaJ.ytical expression and the parameters which 
indicate- its geometry are known at every point,9 the equil.ibrium equa-
tions are» in fact J written for a small element of the shell,9 res= 
pecting its geometric propertieso 
5020 Recormnendations for Further study 
The study of shells of variable thickness should not pre~ 
sent significant difficulties when approached from a discrete model 
teclmique 0 A variation in thickness is frequently used in real shells 
in the region near supporting members or sharp changes in geometry 0 
Consideration should also be given to elastic supportso Both stiffen-
ing ribs and curved supporting beams should be investigated 0 Since 
the stresses in the shell are generally sma11~ the interesting result 
is the distribution and intensity of the she1l us stress resultants 
which act as the loads upon the curved support member. 
Although the equations developed in this study are validj) 
in general, for linear problems of shells of arbitrary shape, the 
ccmputer program used has the limitation that the shell must be bound-
ed by four edgeso A more flexible formulation of the computer program 
is desirable 0 Consideration should be given to the use of certain 
topological techniques as a means to provide program flexibilityo 
Finally, the application of the model to non-linear pro~ 
blems in shells should be investigatedo An incremental loading pro= 
cess can account for, elastic-plastic or non-linear material proper-
ties of the shello Also in buckling problems J the influence of the 
j 
deformation of the shell on its geometry has to be taken into ac~ 
count 0 
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Table I" Geometric Properties of the Surface 
'* 
'1 1 2 
2 ~sintP + z z ~1 1 + z x xy 
sin¢ + z z 1 + 2 ~ z xy y 
z z 
bl1 
xx 
.2fZ coS/> D cos¢ D 
z z 
b2'r T COS¢ JZ coS(/:> D 
z z 
r" ~ (z ... z sin:/» ...!f:Z (z -z sincP) 11 D2 x y if Y x 
z z 
r" ...:!il. (z ... z sirt/» ...D.. (z ... z si~) 12 D2 x y n2 y x 
rl ~ (zx-Yi n<1» ... 22 
D. 
r2 z 
... ~ (z ... z sin¢) II D Y x 
.. 
"* Indexes 1 and 2 correspond to x and y, respectively. 
Table 2. Displacement and Principal Bending Moments at the Center 
of a Simply Supported Rhombic Plate 
s s 
a = 9.0" 
h = .01" 
v = 0.3 
UNIFORM N<EMAL LOAD + 
s.s. 
w ~ Mmin 
4 2 2 qa /D qa qa· 
D. MODEL 0.0~46 0.0412 0 .. 0319 
Ref. 11 0.0~56 0.0425 
I 
0.0333 
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TABLE 3" The W Displacement, The Forces and Moments for a Tru..'Yl.cated Cone 
Segment Simply Supported along The 4 Edges under Normal Load 
(see Fig .. 12) 
x = 0 .. 2. 4. 6 .. 8; 10. l2e 
Values of K along the center generator (e=45°) in the expression 
w 
w = K 
Po 
w D 
* 1,,679 1 .. 936 10558 KW "' DoR. 0 .. 1.152 1 .. 910 o. 
Ref'. 15 o. 1.168 1 .. 669 1 .. 904 1 .. 984 1.627 00 
N . along the center genera.tor, N = ~ x· x 
x 
Po 
~ , D .. M .. 0 .. 6.50 7.89 6.97 5 .. 12 2.85 o. 
x 
Ref. 15 0 .. 6016 7.78 7 .. 04 5.37 3 .. 14 00 
Ne ~long the center generator, Ne = K Ne Po 
EN ' D.M. -3098 9020 12 .. 03 14022 16060 15039 - 0024 
e 
Ref •. 15 -5.36 10.00 l2000 14.08 17.20 16024 .., 0048, 
Nxe along the edge generato~ ~ Nxe = ~xe Po 
l1r' D .. Mo 13 .. 85 5054 -0<191 :--5053 -9 .. 33 -12059 -1.3094-xe 
Re£ 1:15 1l,,9~ 5009 -1031 -5 .. 83 "'9065 ~12()83 , .. 12 086 
M along the center generator~ M " = KM 
x x Po 
x 
KM' D .. M. 00 001.68 0,,089 0 .. 065"" 00114 00308 00 x 
Ref •. :15 00 00180 00079 00051 00101 00373 00 
* D.M. = Discrete Model 
TABLE 3 .. ( Continued) 
X= 0. 2 .. 4" 60 80 10 .. 
~ along the ,c'enter generator, Me =~ Po 
EM ' D .. Mo -00095 00085 00080 00070 00076 00125 
e 
Ref, 15 -0 .. 097 00091 00085 00075 0 .. 080 00152 
M along the edge generator, M ..... l.'.I = K ~ P ~ ~ -N~ 0 
~ ,DoMo -00195 ~0.063 -0.020 -0,,002 00010 00046 
xe 
Re~ 15 -00201 -0.047 ~00005 O~007 00015 00057 
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120 
00057 
00051 
. ", ~. XC08 2+ 781n 2 
. ,. 
~ • DiD 2" + J'C08 2" 
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x 3' Z 
x 
XI I· .1 
Figure 2. Typical. View of the Model 
N 
Lengths ot Bars: 
Lyj ... l ' Ly j+l 
L 'x = ~ (Lxi ... l + Lxi +1 ) 
i-2 i+2 
Figure 3. Definition of Angles at Point ij 
tL tona I 
tandl + t~ &: 1 ~i"'l + Lx1+1 ) 
2'R i " cotldl co;ae· 
x 
~1-~ ~ 
·coeQl + tN1al + t~ P &: &: 
x Lx1_1 + Lx1+1 sinal + sin02 
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Figure 4@ Ettect on the Extenaion&1 strain of a Di8pl.aeement Along 
the Nomal i\c in Plane xz 
i-2 i+2 
= v (Sinal + &ing2'\, = ~i ... l + ~+l ,Lxi _1 Lxi +l ) 
Figure 5. Effect of a Displacement Along the Tangent on the Angle 
Between Bars 
Rotation in Plane YZ: 
tane 2 .... tsnB 2 
i+1 i-l 2 ~ = t:::;;x. easel cos 92 
About b tx y 
I I 
~coS'Y I I 
About t : I : 
x 
Figure 6 e Ef'fect of w Displacement on Shear Strain Due to the 
Twist of the Element 
r(U + vcos X1j+1 (t~n a2 j l 
I 
i+2 
cos al i +2 
= [(U + vcosX) R~~ p~l+lj + 1 rWo+2 oCOSlf, ~ A. .... Lxi +lj \::~ J x i +2j co ij 
.... WijOOs'irx. . sai ) ~J co i+2 
Figure 70 Rotation of Rigid Bar ij, i +2j in Plane xz 
Figure 8. Transformation of the Rotations into the t Ii ,N System 
x y 
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-N 
N 
I 
Myx 
Figure 9. Positive Directions for Forces and Moments 
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i-I 
Figure 10. Rotations of Bars at Free Edge 
QIl( iJ+1 
/ 
Myx ij+2 
/ 
-Figure 11. Equilibrium at Free Edge 
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Figure 12. The Forces Nx,Ne Along the Generator e=45° and the Shear 
o . Nxe Along e=90 for a Cone Segmen.t, All Edges Simply Supported 
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0.10 
O. 
"'().10 
"'().20 
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Discrete Model 
---- Ref. 15 
Figure 13. The Mcments Mx,Mg Along the Genera.tor 8=450 and the 
Twisting Mcaent ~ Along 8=900 for a Cone Segment, 
All Edges SimpJ.y Supported 
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Sh&llow Shell - Approximation 
---------- Elliptic Paraboloid 
-- - -- Spherical cap 
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Hinges ~ 
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f = 2.00 m 
Figure 17 CD The Moments M.x and the. Forces N
x 
at the Midsection 
of Trans1ation&l Shells, All Edges Hinge-Supported 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM IN THE Y AND NORMAL· DIRECTIONS 
Equation of equilibrium in the y direction in terms of the 
forces: 
+ N -. + K s~n . . + N +;:;\. K s~n , " [ - (COSX ;:(1). 9J [... (COSX J:.r) 0 0~ x L 'xcosciL 2 g x X. ~+lJ x L 'xcosd2 2 g x X __ l=lJ 
- [M ( GI. 3) J. l' - [M ( GI .. 6)l· 1 0 
x:y _ ~+ J xy _, l- J 
- [M (El,,3)], I' - [M (El .. 6) l~ I' x ~+ J Y !:;L- J 
y - cosXJC = 0 
The equilibrium equation in the normal direction in terms of 
the forces is ~ 
[N (-( K ) P ) + N (-( K ) P ) + N ( AB2f) x nxx y nyy "xy 
M (El 0 4) - M (E2 0 4) - M ( G 104) - M ( G2 0 4)] " . 
x y xy yx lJ 
... [M(Elol) +:M (G101)l" 2' -[M(El o7) +M {Glo7)J. 2" x xy -' l+ J x . x:y l ~ J 
... [M (E2 01) + M ( G2 01) ] . , 2 ... [M (E2 0 7) + M ( G2 ~ 7)] , , 2 Y yx' lJ+ Y yx. lJ-
- [£1 (Elo8) + M '(Glo8) + M (E208) + M (G208)]. 1'1 
x xy Y yx. l+ J+ 
... [Mx(Eloll) + Mxy( Glall}] + fM (E2011) + M (G2011) ] " l' 1 
'- Y yx , l ... J-
Z = 0 
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The equation of equilibrium in the y direction in terms of 
the strains is ~ 
+ similar quantities at points i-lj, ij+l, ij=l 
h2 L'x. 1 J+ 
( \ l-v '\ + V(E202.0+1 , ... ~2 oSX(G202.0 0 l,)K ~J 1.1+ x .. -
... l.J+l. 
+ similar quantities at points i'"'lj, ij+lp ij<=>l 
+ Y + cos)(i = 0 
Equilibrium equation in the normal direction in terms of 
the strains: 
Eh {L 9X .. LVy .. ~~ 1 2 1 2 
- ----2 2 . ~~ ~J (1- +2 V cos X)( ~(Kn) p )+( v~ +2VCOS X)( -( K )~p ) 
1 Sln . . . x x n y y 
--V J 
... 1+2 " sinXcosX( ('t ) +(-r ) ») E g X g Y x .. lJ 
1+" 0 
... ~2 inXcosX«T) +(T ) ) € g X g Y y .. lJ 
h2 
+ 12 [( Elo4 .. )- v( R2 04 .. ))K 1J 1J x .. lJ 
+ (Gl04 .. ) + (G2 04 .. ) (lCGV) (T +T ) .. J 1J lJ x Y lJ 
L v LI . X. 2· y. 2' h2 [ ~J HJ '. 
+ 2s'nx 12 (Elolo+2 ·) + (l",V)coSX(Glol. 2,,))K 1 . 2' 1. J 1+ J X. 2' 1+, J 1+ J 
+ {V(Elol. 2·)=(1=V)coSX(Glol. 2.))K 
1+ J 2+ J y. 2' 
1+ J 
+ ((1-V)(G101. 2·))(T +T ). 2.J 
1+ J X Y 1+ J._ 
+ similar quantities at points i=2j, ij+2J ij-2 
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. L'x, I' lLly. I' 1 ~2 ~+ J+ 1+ J+ n [(( 8 \ (8 )' + 2 . ~ 12 El 0 , 1 '+11 + v~ E'2.. , , '+1 )I K s~n , 10 1 1+ J l+ ..... J X, "11' '1! ~+ J+ 2+iJ+~ 
+ «v{El .. 8o l· 1) + {E208, I' l))K 2+ J+ J.+ J+' yo I' 1 J.+ J+ . 
. !-+ (Glo8. I' 1+G2 0 8. I' l)(l-V)(T +1" ). I' 1J J.+ J+ J.+ J+ X Y J.+ J+ _ 
+ similar quantities at points i+lj-l~ i=lj+1J i=lj-l 
+ Z = 0 
APPENDIX B 
STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT;: RELATIONS OF THE THEORY OF SHELLS 
Goldenveizer6 has given a set of strain~displacement rela= 
tions for non-orthogonaJ.. coordina.te lines 0 By making use of for"" 
mulas (204) and (206) and providing for some differences in the 
sign convention they can be put in the following for.m~ 
1 d 
€ = A-~ u + cosxv) + (K ) sinxv - (K ) W X dx\ g x n x 
K - yd l GQ d ~} { \ f x - A1~ sinx cosX di' sinx + K J e + 5 AB 
.. x g x y 
e -cosXe y . x 
:sinX 
e -cosxe x y 
sinx 
= (K ) e + 5 (K» g xx n:'x 
"" (K ) e = 5 gyy 
(B .. l a=c; 
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where the angles of rotation e ,e and 0 are given by the expres-
. x y 
sions 
ldw f e =-~+(K)V--U y Bo~ ny AB . 
APPENDIX C 
EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM OF THE THEORY OF SHELLS 
In the ~ost general case of an arbitrary curvilinear sys= 
tem of c~o~dinates, the e~at~ons of equilibrium of a differential 
element of the shell take the following form ~ 6 
1 o~ B2 2. 10 [ ~X ~ 'B(N + cos~ )l· - A- fll s~n~ + -=--X ~ A(N + COSXN:y }] s~n . ox x "XY.. xy s~n o~ yx 
,I 
... BI'., t"} 2sin~ ... ~X( Q (K) .... G. ABf ) + AB( X + cosxY) = 0 
.u::. y s ~n ;x: m: x -y 
...L ~ [B(N + cos~ )] ... N 121SinXN + ~ X~. fA(N +ccos~ >] sinX ox x:y x x s~n OJ- L Y yx 
AB(Nx(Kn),c + Ny(Kn)y - (Nyx + Nxy>k> + ~B'Ix) + ~A~)+ AB!!!:j:nx,z = 0 
- .' 
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"" ~~. B(M .... cosXM) ..,........, r s~nXM "" -=::-- ~ A(M =cos)(M ) s~nX o~ x:y x A II x s~nx uy y yx ...J 
- :ar 122 SinXMyx + AB~ ... AB( E + cosXF) = 0 
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+ 13 r 22 sinXMy .... AB~ ... AB(F + coSXE) = 0 
sinX(.N .., N ) .... M (K) + M (K) + (M .... M ~ABf = 0 
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where E and F are the components along t and t of the applied 
x y 
surface moments.. They will be made equal to zero in the followingo 
~ and \ can be expressed in terms of t:~e moments by 
equations Cold and eo Substituting these expressions in equations 
a and b and making use of the equalities 
B ... 2 _ sinx 1 + ! 9x _ (K ) 
- "2" 'S~nx 11· - B 12 A OX - g x 
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( C.2 a-b) 
one obtains the equilibrium equations in the x and y directions in 
terms of in plane forces and moments 0 
The equation of equilibrium in the x direction is ~ 
o 0 d ~ BN ) +~. cosXBN ) + AsinX( K ) ( BN -) + ~ AN ) ax' x ox' x:y g x x:y cry" yx 
o 
+ cosX ~ AN ) ..., BsinX( K ) (AN ) 
oy' y g"y y 
1 f 0 
+ ~X (K )xcosX + AB)~BM ) - (K ) (K ) A(BM ) s~n n oX 'x::r n 4t g x x:y 
(Kn)x 0 f 1 d 
+ . X ~ cosXAM ) + -- - ~ AM ) + (K ) (K ) A(:m.1 ) s~n Oy'" y AB sinx oy" 'y' n x g y y 
+ ABsinX( X + cosxY) = 0 
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Equilibrium in the y direction~ 
~AN ) + ~coSXAN ) + BsinX(K ) (AN ) + ~BN ) dy' yay'" yx g y yx ox\. x:y 
(Kn}y d f 1 d. l' 
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Equilibrium in the normal direction is given by Equation 
C .,l-c., ~ and ~ are €.."tpressed in terms of the moments by Equa.tions 
C .. l~d and e.. After substitution,9 the resulting normal equilibrium 
equation is ~ 
A(K) (EN) + B(K ) (AN) '"" ABf B(AN ) ~ f-A(BN ) 
nx x ny y yx AB xy 
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+ ':;:.-.I AM ) - cosX ~ AM ) + Bsinx( K ) (AM ) d d I ]} dy'y ay~ ~ gy ~ 
+ ABsinXZ = 0 
APPENDIX D 
DESCRIPrION OF THE COMPUTER PROORAM 
The process of generating and solving the set of equili.., 
brium equations is accomplished by five sequential programso 
In the first program certain significant shell dimensions 
and properties are read to the computer 0 The geometric properties 
of the shell at the grid points are then computedo 
In the second and third program the equilibrium equations 
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are generated and stored on an auxiliary tape 0 The strain-displacement 
relations are comPuted by means of three FUNCTIONS 0 The loading is 
computed by a SUBROUTINE 0 By changing the FUNCTIONS or the SUB"" 
ROUTINE different boundary conditions or types of loading are made 
a.vailable 0 
The fourth core-ioad reads the equilibrium equa.tions from 
the auxiliary tape and solves them by a Gauss elimination procedtireo 
In the fifth program the forces and moments are computedo 
The values of the displacements$ forces and moments along coordinate 
lines, and the principal forces and moments at the grid points are 
p~inted outo 
